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Abstract. The link between opinion and policy is central to the functioning of representative democracy.
Democracies are responsive to their citizens’ preferences if citizens can influence governments’ policy output. This
article conceptualizes political blame games about policy controversies as venues of democratic responsiveness to
obtain a more comprehensive understanding of the opinion-policy link in policy-heavy, conflictual democracies.
The article shows how political actors convert public feedback to a policy controversy into blame game interactions,
which in turn lead to political and policy responses by the government. A comparative-historical analysis of nine
blame games in the United Kingdom, Germany and Switzerland reveals how institutions structure blame game
interactions, and thus influence a political system’s responsiveness during blame games. The analysis suggests that
an important, yet neglected, expression of democratic quality of political systems is their ability to translate blame
game interactions into policy responses. The study of blame games as venues of democratic responsiveness thus
provides a new conceptual tool for assessing the health of representative democracies in more conflictual times.
Keywords: blame games; political conflict; democratic responsiveness; opinion-policy link; comparative-historical
analysis

Introduction
The link between opinion and policy has long been considered central to the functioning of
representative democracy (e.g., Dahl, 1971; Pitkin, 1972). ‘Democratic responsiveness’ only exists
if public opinion can influence the policy output of governments (Powell, 2004). Research on
the opinion-policy link is multifaceted and has made great progress in recent years; however,
less is known about the specific mechanisms that inject public preferences on particular policy
issues into politics and that eventually lead to policy change (e.g., Elsässer et al., 2020; Seeberg,
2022). This article examines blame games as venues of democratic responsiveness to get a more
comprehensive understanding of the opinion-policy link in policy-heavy, conflictual democracies.
Modern democracies formulate ever more policies to address problems and manage crises, and the
political conflict surrounding many of these policies has become more intense (Adam et al., 2019;
Orren & Skowronek, 2017; Weaver, 2018). I argue that these developments lead to an increase in
political blame games about policy controversies, and that blame games represent an important but
hitherto neglected venue of democratic responsiveness.
The heart of the argument is that through the media, the public is confronted with a
never-ending succession of (real or constructed) policy controversies that develop into political
blame games. As spectators of blame games, citizens form an opinion on whether and how
the government should address a controversy. Blame game interactions between the political
opposition and the government process public feedback to a controversy. Political institutions,
conceptualized as ‘blame channelers’ that help to diffuse blame or to concentrate it in one
spot, influence whether the political system is responsive to public opinion during blame games.
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Governments that are well protected because institutions diffuse blame have little incentive
to address controversial policy issues during blame games while governments exposed to
concentrated blame pressure are more willing to do so. The study of blame games as venues of
democratic responsiveness adds to our understanding of the opinion-policy link in more conflictual
times and provides a new conceptual tool for assessing the health of representative democracies.
The analysis suggests that an important, yet neglected, expression of democratic quality of
political systems is their ability to translate blame game interactions into policy responses by the
government. Democracies that are responsive during blame games should be better able to address
their citizens’ concerns in more conflictual times than democracies whose blame games produce
only hot air or, worse, contribute to norm erosion and democratic disaffection.
I illustrate my argument with a comparative-historical analysis (Mahoney & Thelen, 2015)
of nine blame games about policy controversies that occurred in the United Kingdom, Germany
and Switzerland. For each country, I analyze and compare three blame games that vary in the
strength of their public feedback. For each blame game, I examine how institutions influence the
interactions between the opposition and the government. Within-unit and cross-unit comparisons
reveal how institutions configure the opinion-policy link during blame games. The analysis reveals
important differences in the proportionality between the strength of public feedback and a political
system’s responsiveness during blame games. In the analyzed cases, UK institutions muffle public
feedback, Swiss institutions reproduce it and German institutions amplify it. The comparative
analysis provides an initial overview of blame games as venues of democratic responsiveness
and institutions’ role as ‘blame channelers’. Analysing institutions as blame channelers creates
novel insights into democracies’ responsiveness in more conflictual times and casts light on the
importance of hitherto neglected institutions, which have thus far not influenced our comparative
thinking on the performance and legitimacy of democracy (Lijphart, 2012).
The next section reviews the existing literature on democratic responsiveness to argue that
blame games constitute an important version of the opinion-policy link in today’s policy-heavy
and conflict-ridden democracies. The third section conceptualizes political blame games as venues
of democratic responsiveness and zooms in on the influence of institutions. The fourth section
introduces the research design, and the fifth section presents the empirical analysis. The final
sections compare the findings and discuss their implications.

Democratic responsiveness in conflictual times
Democratic responsiveness ‘is what occurs when the democratic process induces the government
to form and implement policies that the citizens want’ (Powell, 2004, p. 91). A working opinionpolicy link is thus an important indicator of the quality of representative democracy. A great
deal of the research on the opinion-policy link centres on elections as the primary transmission
device of citizen preferences (Powell, 2004). Citizens aggregate their preferences on a number of
policy issues into vote choices, which lead to a selection of policy makers, who, in turn, adopt and
implement policies in line with citizens’ preferences (Wlezien & Soroka, 2016).
There is also important research on policy-specific responsiveness that examines whether and
how governments react to public preferences regarding specific policy issues such as abortion
or welfare state spending. One way that inter-election policy adaptation works is through
issue politicization. Abou-Chadi (2016), for example, shows that niche parties that successfully
politicize an issue can prompt governing parties to adapt their policy positions. In a related vein,
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Seeberg (2013, 2022) demonstrates that opposition parties can compel the government to make
policy in line with their interests if they manage to prominently put an issue on the political agenda.
This line of research suggests that public preferences on a policy issue can lead to policy change if
opposition actors somehow manage to ‘inject’ these preferences into politics and put the incumbent
government under pressure.
In the following, I will argue that blame games constitute an increasingly important,
though largely neglected, mechanism through which democratic political systems (fail to) secure
responsiveness to public opinion on specific policy issues. Blame games about policy controversies
have become increasingly important in advanced democracies due to three current interrelated
developments: policy accumulation, the mediatization of politics and intensified partisan conflict.
As governments undertake more over a broader range of issues, policies accumulate (Adam et al.,
2019). Increased policy activity automatically implies that a greater number of governmental
interventions will not work out as planned, thus triggering controversies. As Bovens and ‘t Hart
(2016, p. 654) remark, only ‘a part of this myriad of ambitions and activities unfolds as hoped,
expected and planned for by policymakers. Another part throws up surprises, complications,
delays, disappointments and unintended consequences’.
Many of these policy controversies are likely to be scandalized as media actors report on ‘yet
another government blunder’ (King & Crewe, 2014). Research shows that the modern media not
only acts as a ‘watchdog’ of political developments, it also acts as a ‘scandalization machine’
driven by profit motives (Allern & von Sikorski, 2018). As citizens are presented with a steady
stream of mediatized controversies, it is unlikely that they will let all of them ‘float by’ without
forming an opinion on whether and how the government should address them.
Mediatized controversies are likely to trigger political conflicts given that political parties are
called on to address them. This is even more likely in times where overall political conflict is
already intense (Weaver, 2018). Intensified political conflict increases the likelihood that parties
will clash on a great variety of issues, even on those where disagreement is actually low and could
be solved more peacefully (Lee, 2016).
Collectively, these developments suggest that modern democracies experience a great number
of policy controversies, many of which are not processed through elections but during political
blame games. It is thus necessary to ask whether democracies are responsive to their citizens
during blame games. In the next section, I conceptualize blame games as venues of democratic
responsiveness to address this question.

Blame games as venues of democratic responsiveness
Blame games can be imagined as conflictual – and more or less effective – conversion processes of
communicative power into administrative power (Habermas, 1994): Political actors convert public
feedback to a policy controversy into blame game interactions, which in turn lead to political and
policy responses by the government. By structuring blame game interactions, institutions crucially
influence whether these responses are in line with public feedback (see Figure 1).
Like Hood (2011), I define blame games as a series of interactions between blame makers and
blame takers on the occasion of a controversial issue. Blame games are a peculiar subset of political
contestation because they revolve around rather obvious failures or scandals that no one seeks to
take credit for. I focus on blame games triggered by policy controversies.1 Policy controversies
may be caused by unanticipated policy developments, complications, delays, disappointments or
© 2022 The Authors. European Journal of Political Research published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd on behalf of European Consortium for Political Research.
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Figure 1. The Opinion-policy Link During Blame Games

unintended consequences (Bovens & ‘t Hart, 2016). Political actors experience them unexpectedly
and their occurrence is thus largely exogenous to political competition.
In representative democracies, blame makers and blame takers usually match the political
opposition and the government. While organized interests often take the lead in politicizing a
controversy, political parties and individual politicians ‘represent’ public interests during blame
games. Parties and politicians possess the necessary resources to play a blame game, like access
to the media, speaking time in parliament, or the ability to launch inquiries (Hinterleitner & Sager,
2017).
For the opposition, a blame game about a policy controversy is an occasion to damage the
reputation of the government and to win the ‘prize of policy’ (Hacker & Pierson, 2014), that is,
to force the government to change the underlying policy in accordance with the opposition’s and
its supporters’ policy goals. Depending on the policy issue at the root of a blame game, these
goals can range from minor adjustments to major policy change. In order to reach these goals, the
opposition will direct blame at the government by emphasizing (and possibly exaggerating) the
supposed damage revealed by the controversy and the government’s responsibility for it (Hood,
2011; Weaver, 2018). Moreover, the opposition will present its (supporters’) policy goals as
representative of public preferences and pressure the government to give in to its demands.
For the government, a policy controversy is a risky affair. The minister that bears responsibility
for the policy area in which a controversy occurred will be under intense public scrutiny, and
the opposition is likely to blame them no matter what. The government therefore seeks to limit
damage by engaging in blame management. It does so by employing a range of presentational
blame management strategies (Hood, 2011), such as deflecting blame to bureaucratic actors or
to previous governments, reframing a controversy as less bad than insinuated by the opposition,
and/or exhibiting forms of activism like launching an inquiry or presenting remedies (SulitzeanuKenan, 2010). Moreover, government actors (like ministers or top-level public managers) are
usually keen to exhibit a nonverbal attitude during a blame game, which ranges from a selfconfident stance to a humble and committed one (Hansson, 2018).
Blame game interactions between the opposition and the government can produce political
and policy responses if the government cannot afford to simply shrug off blame pressure. The
spectrum of possible political responses runs from mere (and often only temporary) reputational
damage for the government to the resignation of bureaucratic actors or even top-level politicians.
The spectrum of possible policy responses typically ranges from quick fixes and cosmetic changes
to major policy change. Blame games may thus represent mere hiccups in the trajectory of policies
but may also significantly alter them.
It is important to note that blame games do not occur in a vacuum but play out in front of an
audience (Hinterleitner, 2020). Citizens watch them in their role as media consumers. One can
imagine citizens performing two stylized roles when confronted with a mediatized controversy.
Citizens can either let it float by as if it were just another mass-mediated event or attentively
© 2022 The Authors. European Journal of Political Research published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd on behalf of European Consortium for Political Research.
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watch the ensuing blame game and form an opinion about the controversy’s severity. Following
research on policy feedback and problem construction (Rochefort & Cobb, 1994), it is possible
to conceptualize citizens’ responses to a mediatized controversy as a form of public feedback.
The strength of public feedback should be determined primarily by the salience and proximity
of the controversy (Soss & Schram, 2007). These interpretive characteristics determine citizens’
answers to two crucial questions regarding a controversy. First, do they emotionally care about the
controversy because it touches on core values that they hold dear (Brändström & Kuipers, 2003),
or are they largely indifferent because the issue is technical, complicated or occurs repeatedly?
Second, are citizens directly affected by the controversy (usually financially or through limitations
in their daily lives), or only become aware of it through the media? Because salience triggers
emotions and proximity triggers considerations of self-interest (Soss & Schram, 2007), policy
controversies that possess these interpretive characteristics should trigger stronger public feedback
than non-salient and/or distant controversies.2
While salience and proximity are to a certain extent manipulable, I expect that they also limit
(re)framing attempts in important ways. In other words, the opposition and the government try to
accentuate or downplay the interpretive characteristics of policy controversies, but they are also
constrained by them. For example, opposition actors that intend to scandalize a controversy are
unlikely to do so if the public is emotionally indifferent because the issue is technical or recurring.
Likewise, the government will have difficulties framing an issue as distant when there are evident
direct repercussions for citizens.3
The conversion of public feedback into blame pressure and eventually into political and/or
policy responses depends on political institutions. Institutions prompt the opposition and the
government, understood here as rational, goal-oriented actors, to employ certain strategies while
avoiding others (Parsons, 2007). I conceptualize institutions as blame channelers that either allow
the opposition to concentrate blame on the government or diffuse it within the political system.
Institutions thereby influence whether and how opponents can hold government actors accountable
for a controversy during a blame game, and whether, and to what degree, government actors are
responsive to the demands of the opposition. Given these qualities, institutions can be expected
to either muffle public feedback, reproduce it or amplify it. I expect that the most important
institutional blame channelers are (1) the degree of consolidation of the opposition, (2) institutional
conventions of personal responsibility and resignation, and (3) the ‘institutional distance’ between
the government and a policy controversy. These three institutional variables capture the idea that
both the political context in which blame games play out and the controversy’s policy context
influence blame game interactions.
First, whether incumbents confront a small or large number of opposition parties during a blame
game is relevant. Unlike in two-party systems, where the government usually confronts one major
opposition party during a blame game, the opposition in multiparty systems most likely consists
of a larger number of parties. It is easier for a small number of parties to coordinate their blame
attacks and forge a coherent narrative about a controversy than for a larger number of parties to
do so. I expect that a consolidated opposition can better transform public feedback into a coherent
blame generation approach and put the government under pressure more than an unconsolidated
opposition. Likewise, it should be harder for governments to remain unresponsive when they face
a consolidated opposition than when they face an unconsolidated one.
Second, democracies contain more or less extensive conventions of accountability that
determine the events government actors have to take (personal) responsibility for and, crucially,
© 2022 The Authors. European Journal of Political Research published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd on behalf of European Consortium for Political Research.
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which they are expected to resign for (Hinterleitner & Sager, 2015). I assume that extensive
conventions of responsibility and resignation aid the opposition in transforming public feedback
into personalized blame while restricted conventions exacerbate the personalization of a blame
game ‘at the top’. Accordingly, governments that have to comply with extensive conventions
should be more responsive during blame games than governments facing restricted conventions.
Third, driven by New Public Management reforms, a large variety of public and private actors
currently carry out policy tasks, many of which operate ‘at arm’s length’ from the government
(Mortensen, 2016). Complex governance structures have centrifugal blame diffusing qualities that
make it harder for the opposition to assign political responsibility for policy controversies (Bache
et al., 2015). I expect that the more institutional distance there is between a controversy and
the government, the harder it will be for opponents to effectively transform public feedback into
blame pressure directed at the government and the easier it will be for the government to remain
unresponsive to the demands of the opposition.
Overall, I expect that systems whose institutions diffuse blame are less democratically
responsive during blame games than systems whose institutions concentrate blame at the top. The
reason is that blame-diffusing institutions make it harder for opponents to make the government
receptive to public feedback. In the following sections, I illustrate my argument through a
comparative-historical analysis of nine blame games in the United Kingdom, Germany and
Switzerland.

Data and method
I chose cases based on the independent variables (strength of public feedback, configuration of
institutions). The nine blame games (cases) selected for analysis occurred within three political
systems (units) between 1999 and 2014. I selected the United Kingdom, Germany and Switzerland
because their relevant institutional dimensions vary greatly (see Table 1 for a systematic overview).
Moreover, examining cases situated in three countries allows for comparative insights into the
proportionality between the strength of public feedback and the government’s response, that is,
whether political systems muffle, reproduce or amplify public feedback. Within each political
system, I analyzed three blame games about policy controversies with weak, moderate and strong
public feedback (which correspond to blame games triggered by distant-non-salient, proximatenon-salient and distant-salient controversies).4
I conducted a comparative-historical analysis (CHA) of the nine blame games and their
consequences (Mahoney & Thelen, 2015). CHA has two distinct advantages for the analysis and
systematic comparison of complex phenomena like blame games, which often span considerable
time periods and consist of several rounds of interactions between the opposition and the
government. First, CHA allows one to identify how institutions determine the broad contours
of blame game interactions while controlling for unique aspects of single cases. Second, CHA
provides the deep case knowledge necessary to reliably measure and compare key concepts (such
as political/policy responses) across often very idiosyncratic cases.5 An unavoidable shortcoming
of such a multi-case approach is that ‘the explication of theory comes at the expense of
descriptively rich case narratives’ (Moynihan, 2009, 900). To mediate this problem, Table 2
presents concise case summaries that focus on the concepts of interest (strength of public feedback,
blame generation approach of the opposition, blame management approach by the government,
political/policy responses). Moreover, Supporting Information Part C contains explanations and
© 2022 The Authors. European Journal of Political Research published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd on behalf of European Consortium for Political Research.

Fragmented opposition consisting of
at least three parties

Issue-specific, very fragmented
opposition: In Switzerland, all
major parties are simultaneously in
government and in the opposition;
parties thus flexibly ally into
‘issue-specific oppositions’

Germany

Switzerland

Relatively restricted conventions: The
doctrine of ministerial responsibility
posits that ministers are only
expected to resign in cases of
personal fault (which is very unusual
for most policy controversies)
Extensive conventions: Ministers are
only accountable to the chancellor,
not to parliament; given that
resignation criteria are fuzzy,
chancellors need to make
idiosyncratic decisions about
whether to keep a minister
No conventions: Swiss councillors
(who together make up the
government) are collectively
responsible for their actions and
decisions; councillors cannot be
brought to resign by parliament

Conventions of responsibility and
resignation

Generally small institutional
distance (generally limited
agencification)

Generally small institutional
distance (generally limited
agencification)

Generally large institutional
distance (generally
widespread agencification)

Institutional distance*

Given that institutional distance is primarily a policy area-specific factor, the empirical analysis will assess it on a case-by-case basis. Nevertheless, tendencies can be
observed at the system level due to country-specific reform trajectories in recent decades.

∗

Relatively consolidated opposition
(max. two parties)

United Kingdom

Consolidation of the opposition

Table 1. Institutional blame channelers in the United Kingdom, German and Swiss political systems
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Unit 1: UK

Public feedback

Blame generation

Blame management

Policy/political responses
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(Continued)

Child Support Agency
Strong public feedback. From November 2004 on, The government exhibits a
Limited responses. No
operation controversy
Extensive and
opposition parties
humble attitude and
substantial policy change.
(CSA): The incoming Labour emotional coverage
repeatedly urge the
apologizes for the ongoing
Only quick fixes and patch
government under Blair in
across outlets; coverage government to leave its
problems, but repeatedly
ups for over ten years.
1997 commits to a radical
of both underlying
‘bunker mentality’ and
deflects blame onto public
Only public managers
reform of the UK’s flawed
policy problems and
commit to substantial
managers and the previous
occasionally resign.
child support agency (CSA). shocking examples of
reform. While the
government. The
When the government is
children suffering
LibDems quickly urge the government plays for time
repeatedly unable to deliver
under the flawed
government to scrap the
by commissioning additional
on its reform promises, the
system.
CSA, the Tories merely
reports and reviews, resisting
opposition pressures the
press for its reform. The
the abolishment of the CSA
government to abolish the
opposition attacks the
until 2008.
existing child support
CSA’s management while
system.
urging ministers to take
control of the controversy.
London Underground
Moderate public
Opposition parties blame the The transport minister admits Limited responses. The
renovation controversy
feedback. Consistent,
government for money
that lessons can be learnt
government only commits
(METRONET): In 2003, the
problem-centred
wastage. Tories call for a
from Metronet’s collapse but to voluntarily following
Labour government sets up
coverage in quality
major investigation and
deflects blame onto its
some commission
two controversial public
outlets but almost no
try to connect the
management. The minister
recommendations but
finance initiatives (PFIs; a
coverage in tabloids.
controversy to Brown.
downplays tax losses,
announces its intention to
special form of
Quality outlets also tie
However, only LibDems
confidently defends PFIs,
use PFIs in the future.
public-private partnership) to the controversy to
oppose PFIs in principle.
opposes a major
Metronet’s nationalization
renovate the London
Prime Minister Brown,
investigation into the
is not a blame
Underground. When, in
who is seen as the
controversy, and expresses
game-induced change as
2007, one of the PFIs
‘architect’ of the PFI
confidence that Metronet’s
Labour only agrees to this
(Metronet) goes bankrupt
schemes (however, the
contracts can be sold back to solution because no buyer
and produces considerable
blame game has no
the private sector.
for the contracts can be
public losses, a blame game
effect on Brown’s
found.
starts about the design of
approval ratings).
public service delivery.

Policy controversy

Table 2. Overview of the nine blame games
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Unit 2:
Germany

Public feedback

Blame generation

Blame management

Policy/political responses
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(Continued)

Millennium Dome controversy Weak public feedback.
Opposition parties
The government regrets the
Limited responses. No
(DOME): In 1997, the
Agitated coverage
repeatedly criticize the
extra costs but makes
substantial policy change
Labour government
across the board.
government for money
repeated rallying calls and
occurs and the government
announces that it will
However, the largest
wastage and political
expresses its intention to pull continues with the
continue with the previous
share of articles
intrusion into the
through with the exhibition.
exhibition. Only public
government’s plans to
discusses artistic
exhibition’s management. The government repeatedly
managers resign. The
celebrate the new
aspects or the ‘New
They pressure the
deflects blame onto the
blame game has no effect
millennium with an
Labour’ phenomenon
government to close the
exhibition’s management.
on the government’s
exhibition (‘the Dome’).
more broadly.
exhibition, and they
popularity in the run-up to
When the exhibition attracts
Moreover, polls suggest initiate an inquiry. The
the 2001 elections.
low visitor numbers and
that the general public
Tories urge the
needs repeated cash
is much less critical of
responsible minister to
injections, the opposition
the exhibition than the
resign because he had
pressures the government to
news media.
allegedly ignored the
prematurely close the
exhibition’s solvency
exhibition.
problems.
National Socialist
Strong public feedback. The Green Party and Left The government quickly
Extensive responses. Reform
Underground investigation
Meticulous,
Party (but not the Social
acknowledges the severity of of information exchange
controversy (NSU): In 2011,
emotionalized and
Democrats) quickly and
the controversy, apologizes
between federal and state
police forces only
scandalized coverage of successfully press for a
to the victims, and agrees to
level police forces.
accidentally discover a
unprecedented
federal inquiry. All
a federal investigation. Every Creation of an anti-terror
right-extremist terror cell
investigation slip-ups
opposition parties focus
time an investigation slip-up
database. Reorganization
(NSU) that had committed a
across the board.
their blame on
is discovered, it blames
of the Verfassungsschutz
series of murders of
administrative actors and
administrative entities. It
(federal domestic
migrants. The discovery sets
continuously pressure the repeatedly expresses its
intelligence service). Five
in motion a blame game
government to throw its
support for the investigation
presidents from federal or
about the inability of
weight behind the
and its willingness to
national intelligence
services resign.
German investigation bodies
investigation. Only the
implement its
to protect the people from
Greens express their
recommendations.
right-extremist terror attacks
indignation that not a
and about corresponding
single politician resigns.
secret-service and police
reforms.

Policy controversy

Table 2. (Continued)
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Public feedback

Blame generation

Blame management

Policy/political responses
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(Continued)

Berlin Airport construction
Moderate public
Opposition parties blame the The mayor repeatedly
Extensive responses. Several
controversy (BER): In 2010,
feedback.
mayor for not properly
apologizes for the delays, but public managers resign.
the government of the city
Predominantly
informing parliament, and frames the airport as a
The mayor eventually
state of Berlin announces
problem-centred
suggest that he had
success story. Later in the
resigns. No major policy
that the new airport (BER)
coverage of
previously known about
blame game, he begins to
change occurs, but it is
will not open as planned in
construction problems
the delays. After repeated deflect blame onto public
verifiably difficult for
2011. Prolonged
mainly in quality
delays, opposition parties managers and announces
political actors to rectify
construction problems
outlets. Only once the
request an inquiry. The
their demotion. The
the severe planning
invoke several delays and
blame game begins to
Green Party in particular
parliamentary majority
mistakes during
cost overruns that trigger
increasingly focus on
asks for the resignation of attacks the opposition early
construction.
repeated blame game
the mayor of Berlin and public managers, and
on for obstructing a
interactions about political
his involvement does
from January 2013 on,
much-needed infrastructure
interference in large-scale
more person-centred
presses the mayor to
project.
construction projects.
and cynical coverage
resign.
appear in tabloids.
Drone procurement controversy Weak public feedback.
Opposition parties initially The defence minister initially Extensive responses.
(DRONE): In 2013, the
Detailed coverage,
criticize the government
confidently defends his
Although the minister
government cancels the
primarily in quality
for money wastage in a
decision to cancel. After the
cannot be made to resign,
procurement of
outlets, only becomes
routinized way. After
opposition attacks him in
his successor (after the
reconnaissance drones
more agitated and
rumours emerge that the
person, he downplays his
2013 federal elections)
because they are unable to
scandalizing after the
minister had not informed decision, deflects blame onto commits to substantially
get flight permission in
minister becomes
parliament about the
his undersecretaries, and
reforming the procurement
Europe. Expected losses of
personally implicated.
cancellation quickly
promises reforms. When the
system of the German
500 million Euros and
Polls show that while
enough, opposition
inquiry cannot convict him
armed forces in response to
rumours that the defence
the minister’s approval
parties accuse him of
of lying, he becomes
the blame game and
demotes one of her
minister had not properly
ratings temporarily
lying, press him to resign
confident again and even
informed parliament start a
suffer, the majority
and initiate an inquiry.
defends his undersecretaries. predecessor’s
undersecretaries.
blame game about
never wants him to
Germany’s flawed military
resign.
procurement policy.

Policy controversy

Table 2. (Continued)
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Public feedback

Blame generation

Blame management

Policy/political responses

(Continued)

Unit 3:
Youth offender therapy
Strong public feedback. Conservative parties
The justice minister
Extensive responses. The
Switzerland
controversy (CARLOS): In
Scandalizing and
repeatedly blame the
acknowledges the existence
responsible youth advocate
2013, Swiss television
emotionalized coverage justice minister for a soft, of a problem but deflects
resigns, and the justice
broadcasts a film about a
across the board.
‘leftish’ legal practice,
blame onto the
minister is voted out of
violent youth offender (in the
and urge other parties to
administrative level. He
office shortly after the
media dubbed as ‘Carlos’) in
support a major
expresses his intention to
blame game. Several
an expensive therapy setting.
parliamentary inquiry.
implement the organizational organizational adaptations
Conservative parties
Middle and left parties
recommendations made by
(such as cost control
politicize the therapy setting
also criticize the minister
two commission reports.
measures) are agreed on.
and press the cantonal
and press for
government to tighten its
organizational changes;
juvenile justice policy.
however, they ultimately
oppose an inquiry.
Corporate tax reform
Moderate public
The Social Democrats and The councillor acknowledges Extensive responses. No
controversy (TAX): In a
feedback. Rather
the Green Party blame the that the information provided resignations but significant
referendum in 2008, the
unemotional coverage
Federal Council and the
by the finance department
policy change. Following
Swiss people narrowly adopt that mainly appears in
finance department for
was erroneous but opposes
the blame game (and the
a corporate tax reform.
quality outlets and
misleading voters about
the repetition of the
parliamentary majority’s
Contrary to assertions by the highlights the complex
the consequences of the
referendum to maintain legal reluctance to concede to
government, the reform
technical nature of the
reform and ask to amend
certainty for corporations.
the left’s demands), the left
leads to unexpected tax
controversy.
the reform or repeat the
Instead, she signals her
initiates a referendum on a
losses. Fearing cuts to social
referendum. The
willingness to amend the
follow-up corporate tax
services, the left politicizes
opposition camp
reform. However,
reform and clearly wins.
the losses and starts a blame
pressures other parties to
conservative and moderate
game about the adequate
agree on amendments.
parties oppose any
design of corporate taxation
amendments.
in Switzerland.

Policy controversy

Table 2. (Continued)
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Public feedback

Blame generation

Blame management

Policy/political responses

National exposition
Weak public feedback.
All parties initially pressure The responsible federal
Limited responses. No
controversy (EXPO): In
Very problem-centred
the Federal Council to
councillor takes control after political resignations. The
1999, the government
coverage, often focused take control of the
all parties ask him to, but he
government continues with
announces that a national
on artistic aspects.
management problems.
exhibits a confident stance,
the exposition.
exposition will be delayed
Positive attitude in the
Conservative parties
deflects blame onto the
from 2001 to 2002 and needs media towards the
accuse the Federal
management of the
additional federal money.
exhibition. A poll
Council of presenting
exposition, and continues
Given that the exposition
shows that the public is parliament with ever new
with the exposition.
needs repeated federal cash
largely indifferent to
financial requests, and
injections up until its
the cost increases.
they finally withhold their
opening, conservative parties
approval for these
pressure the government not
requests. The other parties
to meddle in the ‘private’
also express their
organisation of the
indignation, but they
exhibition.
grant the Federal Council
the money.

Policy controversy

Table 2. (Continued)
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illustrations of comparative statements (marked as Supporting Information Appendix Annotations
(OAAs) in the subsequent section) to provide readers with additional case details.
Due to their public nature, blame games leave a ‘paper trail’ that mainly consists of newspaper
articles, transcripts of parliamentary debates, and inquiry reports (see Supporting Information
Part A for a description of the data categories and their primary uses). I used NVivo 116 to obtain
detailed case knowledge and to systematically measure the concepts of interest (see Supporting
Information Part A for detailed information on the measurements). This software allows for the
extraction of information from large quantities of text, and arranges it in research-specific ‘nodes’
(that match the concepts of interest presented in Table 2). The coding process combines inductive
and deductive elements of analysis. An unavoidable side effect of this approach is that inferences
obtained through the systematic analysis of large amounts of textual information cannot easily
be traced back to individual primary sources (Moynihan, 2009). To enhance the evaluation of the
findings of the CHA, Part B of the Supporting Information lists key sources for each blame game.
Key sources allow readers to efficiently reconstruct and critique the empirical analysis.

Empirical analysis
This section presents detailed analyses on how institutions configure the opinion-policy link during
blame games in the United Kingdom, Germany and Switzerland.

Blame games in the United Kingdom
A striking commonality across the three UK blame games is that they only led to negligible
policy and political responses by the government. Even during the blame game about the CSA
controversy, where public feedback was strong and emotional, the government could afford to
stay passive for many years and only apply quick fixes to the flawed child support system. This
commonality occurs because institutions in the United Kingdom make it very difficult for the
opposition to concentrate blame ‘at the top’.
How UK institutions influence blame generation
Although the United Kingdom hosts the most consolidated opposition among the analyzed
countries, the cases reveal that only two parties that focus on different issues during a blame game
can already lead to incoherent attacks on the government. In the cases analyzed, Tories and Liberal
Democrats did not usually consolidate their blame attacks, focusing instead on different policy
goals (OAA1). Moreover, in the three cases, the much smaller Liberal Democrats were very vocal
and managed to ‘punch above their weight’, as evident by their frequent statements in the media.
This suggests that unlike routine times when the number of seats largely determines a party’s
influence, smaller opposition parties can also play a prominent and distinct role during a blame
game due to the media’s interest in poignant statements.
Another commonality across the three cases is that the opposition heavily focused its
blame attacks on administrative actors like public managers (OAA2). Blame attacks directed at
responsible ministers were much less frequent. The opposition only called for the resignation of
ministers during the blame game about the DOME controversy, where the opposition accused
the responsible minister of covering up the financial performance of the exhibition. Several
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institutional factors account for the opposition’s focus on the administrative level. First, the
doctrine of ministerial responsibility, which states that ministers are only expected to resign in
cases of personal wrongdoings, makes ministers unpromising blame targets for the opposition.
Since policy controversies cannot usually be tied to the actions of a single minister, personalized
attacks have a low chance of implicating top-level politicians. Second, frequent ministerial
reshufflings, which can be observed in all three cases, reinforce this dynamic (OAA3). Given that
most policy controversies take time to unfold, the politicians originally responsible for them are
often no longer in office, making it unlikely that sitting ministers can be personally implicated.
Third, the institutional distance between a policy controversy and top-level politicians
exacerbates the opposition’s attempts to generate blame directed at the government. Both the
CSA and the METRONET controversies occurred ‘at arm’s length’ from the government, with
the effect that the media focused its coverage on administrative faults rather than on policy design
aspects for which politicians would be more directly responsible. Finally, inquiry commissions
and the reports they produce usually focus on controversial occurrences and implementation
issues rather than criticizing and questioning a policy itself (OAA4). When the opposition uses
the work of inquiry commissions as an informational basis for its blame attacks, administrative
actors automatically come into sharper focus than responsible ministers. Taken together, these
institutional characteristics of the UK system explain why it is exceedingly difficult for the
opposition to put heavy and personalized blame pressure on top-level government actors.
How UK institutions influence blame management
Institutions thus create a comfortable situation for the government. The opposition’s focus on
different policy goals creates room for the government to stick to its own policy goals because
there is no clear policy alternative on the table. Moreover, the opposition’s and the media’s
focus on administrative actors and their wrongdoings imply less personalized blame for ministers,
allowing them to portray themselves as committed but confident crisis managers in charge of an
administrative problem. Frequent ministerial reshufflings also allow the government to buy time
during a blame game by appointing a new minister to oversee the management of a controversy.
Incoming ministers usually enjoy a ‘honeymoon period’ during which they are granted the time to
acquaint themselves with a controversy, often by commissioning ‘yet another report’ (OAA5).
Against this background, it is not surprising that ministers’ incentives to respond to the
demands of the opposition and address a complex policy controversy (like fixing the CSA) or
enact comprehensive policy change (like refraining from using PFIs) remain low. The blame
generated by the opposition cannot easily change ministers’ inclinations to kick a controversy
into the long grass and ride out the blame game surrounding it. This interpretation seems to apply
to both blame games with strong public feedback (CSA) and to blame games where incumbents
face more personalized attacks (DOME), and ultimately explains why the UK political system is
unresponsive during blame games.

Blame games in Germany
In stark contrast to the UK cases, the three German blame games led to considerable policy
and/or political responses by the government, even when public feedback was weak (DRONE) or
moderate (BER). As a comparison of the three cases suggests, institutions in the German political
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system are conducive to producing very heated, often person-centred, blame games during which
governments come under considerable pressure to address a controversy.
How German institutions influence blame generation
Even more than in the UK political system, an unconsolidated opposition exacerbates the
generation of blame pressure. In the cases analyzed, the opposition parties usually focused on
different policy goals and blamed the government for different aspects of a controversy and to
varying degrees (OAA6). Nevertheless, extensive conventions of resignation give the opposition
the opportunity to put the government under direct pressure. In the German system, the reasons
for ministerial resignations are not nearly as clearly defined as in the United Kingdom and calls
for resignation can accordingly be made for a large variety of controversial issues and actions.
This helps to explain the frequent claims for resignations in the DRONE and BER cases (OAA7).
Extensive conventions of resignation allow the opposition to quickly personalize a blame game at
the top and force responsible ministers into heated blame game interactions. Inquiry commissions
help the opposition to voice convincing claims for resignation. In Germany, unlike in the United
Kingdom, these commissions can be relatively easily appointed by opposition parties. In the three
cases analyzed, the opposition parties quickly requested inquiries into the respective controversies
(OAA8). An inquiry into a controversy allows the opposition to keep a blame game on the
political agenda. Moreover, an inquiry promises the retrieval of additional information about
a minister’s personal involvement and thus may create a basis for requests for resignations.
These considerations are particularly relevant in the DRONE case where the opposition explicitly
pondered whether an inquiry would reveal additional insights into what (and when) the minister
had known about the procurement problems.
How German institutions influence blame management
In Germany, the opposition’s incoherent blame generation approach and often diverging policy
goals play into the hands of the government, allowing it to stick to its policy goals and granting
it with the flexibility to address the opposition’s accusations (OAA9). Moreover, and unlike in
the United Kingdom, where members of the government party sometimes joined the opposition
in its criticism of the government, the parliamentary majority in Germany vocally supported
the implicated ministers when necessary. An active and vocal parliamentary majority provides
ministers with distinct advantages. In the BER and DRONE cases, it allowed them to (at least
initially) duck away and stall for time to get an overview of the controversy. During this time, the
parliamentary majority had already started to refute the opposition’s allegations and reminded it of
its prior involvement in the controversy.
While the option to appoint an inquiry commission is an opportunity for the opposition to
drag a blame game on and to implicate top-level politicians, the cases also suggest that doing so
comes at a cost. An inquiry commission channels a blame game into a different, often more slowmoving, arena where opponents have to comply with specific rules. This allows the government
to avoid playing the blame game during parliamentary debates. In the BER and DRONE cases,
the government explicitly reminded the opposition that it had to wait with its allegations until
unequivocal results were in and to not judge before the trial (OAA10).
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Nevertheless, the evidence suggests that governments quickly come under considerable
pressure if the opposition can make credible claims of personal wrongdoings (OAA11). It thus
seems that institutional distance is an important mediating factor that influences whether a German
blame game takes on a heated and person-centred dynamic. We can observe such a dynamic in the
DRONE and BER cases where the government’s involvement was evident from the beginning,
while in the NSU case, considerable institutional distance coincided with a much less aggressive
and personalized blame game.
Overall, governments in the German political system are much more responsive to blame
pressure than their UK counterparts. Even in cases where feedback is weak (DRONE) or moderate
(BER), the German system yields considerable policy and/or political responses during blame
games. This is primarily because of the relative ease with which the opposition can personalize
a blame game at the top and thereby force the government into heated blame game interactions.
Strong blame pressure forces incumbents to adopt an active stance during a blame game and take
a controversy seriously. The responsiveness of the German political system during blame games is
reinforced by a look at the NSU case where strong feedback resulted in significant policy responses
even in the absence of personalized pressure on ministers.

Blame games in Switzerland
The three Swiss blame games led to political and policy responses that are comparatively most
in line with the strength of public feedback. While the blame games about the CARLOS and
TAX controversies, which were accompanied by strong and moderate public feedback, led to
significant policy responses, the blame game about the EXPO controversy, which was accompanied
by weak feedback, did not lead to any notable responses. The institutional characteristics of the
Swiss political system produce very distinct, party-centred blame game interactions that explain
this pattern.
How Swiss institutions influence blame generation
The most notable aspect of the blame generation attempts by ‘opposition’ parties in the three
blame games is that they are much more focused on other political parties than on the collective
executive government (OAA12). In fact, blame games in the Swiss political system exhibit a
basic configuration that is very different from the blame game interactions between the opposition
and the government in the UK and German political systems. In the Swiss system, the collective
executive government (the Federal Council), which consists of seven councillors in charge of their
respective departments, represents all major parties. On the occasion of a controversy, one or more
parties form an ‘opposition camp’ that pressures the Federal Council to respond to the controversy
in a specific way. The opposition camp usually confronts one or more parties that rigorously
oppose policy change and one or more middle parties that (at least initially) are undecided about
which actions to take regarding a controversy (OAA13). Because the government represents all
major parties, its legitimacy during a blame game rests on its responsiveness to as many parties as
possible. A ‘pressure majority’ in parliament thus sharply increases the opposition camp’s chances
of having the government adapt policy according to its interests, even though its consolidation is
usually fragile because its members do not necessarily focus on the same issue(s). This peculiar
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constellation explains why the opposition camp in the three cases primarily tried to pressure other
parties to go along with its policy demands rather than directly attacking the federal councillors.
However, federal councillors are also unattractive blame targets in themselves because they
are collectively responsible for their decisions and there are no conventions of responsibility and
resignation. This implies that, unlike in the German and UK political systems, where political, or at
least administrative resignations are within the opposition’s reach, the opposition camp in the Swiss
system has little incentive to personalize a blame game. This dynamic is only slightly different at
the cantonal level where personalized attacks are more promising because cantonal councillors are
directly elected by the population and not by parliament. This brings political responses within
reach of the opposition camp (OAA14).
How Swiss institutions influence blame management
The opposition’s focus on other parties and its comparative neglect of the executive create a
comfortable position for federal councillors. They can largely keep out of blame game interactions
between parties and act as committed and neutral crisis managers that wait until parties have argued
out how to address a controversy before becoming responsive to the parliamentary majority. For
example, in the blame game about the TAX controversy, the responsible councillor repeatedly
told parliament that she would be willing to amend the reform if parties demanded to do so
(OAA15). Given this absence of direct pressure, institutional distance between a controversy and
the government does not seem to be a decisive factor.
Overall, the very peculiar, party-centred form of Swiss blame games reveals a specific pattern
of democratic responsiveness. If the opposition camp successfully forms a parliamentary majority
for policy change, the government faces considerable pressure to be responsive. Given that public
feedback increases the prospect of forming such a majority, it is clear why the strength of public
feedback and the policy response by the government are more congruent in the Swiss system than
in the UK or German systems.

Discussion
The empirical analysis reveals important commonalities but also interesting differences across the
nine cases and three countries. The tendency shows that the stronger the feedback to a controversy,
the higher the likelihood that blame game interactions result in policy and/or political responses by
the government. This finding is in line with election-centred research on the opinion-policy link,
which shows that politicians are more responsive to salient policy issues than non-salient ones
(Wlezien & Soroka, 2016). However, the analysis also reveals that institutions define the concrete
relationship between the strength of public feedback to a controversy and the extent and type
of responses by the government. The UK, German and Swiss political systems structure blame
game interactions in distinct ways. Their institutions influence the goals that the opposition can
realistically pursue during blame games and how difficult it is to achieve them.
The United Kingdom’s political system exhibits blame-diffusing institutions that protect
responsible ministers from blame and make it exceedingly difficult to personalize a blame game
‘at the top’. Consequently, the opposition is unlikely to achieve its policy goals or provoke political
resignations. The UK political system even muffles strong public feedback and is thus unresponsive
during blame games. The German political system features a different blame game dynamic.
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The relative ease with which the opposition can put ministers under blame pressure explains
why it has good chances of achieving its policy goals and provoking political resignations. The
German political system even amplifies weak public feedback and is thus very responsive during
blame games. The Swiss political system exhibits yet another blame game dynamic. Given that
political resignations (especially at the federal level) are beyond the reach of the opposition camp,
it concentrates its efforts on forging a parliamentary majority for policy change. Since the odds of
forging a majority increase with the strength of public feedback, the relationship between feedback
strength and policy responses is the most congruent in comparison with the UK and German
systems. The Swiss system reproduces public feedback and is thus responsive during blame games.
Importantly, it is the combination of institutional factors that configures a country’s specific
blame game style and its democratic responsiveness. Within these combinations, most institutional
factors channel blame game interactions as expected, but their relative importance varies from
country to country. For example, the consolidation of the opposition generally seems to be less
decisive than conventions of responsibility and resignation. Likewise, institutional distance helps
to explain the government’s policy response in the United Kingdom, while its influence in Germany
is limited, and it is almost absent in Switzerland. Moreover, the analysis identified additional
institutional characteristics that configure each country’s blame game style, such as frequent
ministerial reshufflings in the United Kingdom and the relative ease with which the opposition
in Germany can appoint an inquiry commission.
The cross-country analysis suggests that there are important differences in the proportionality
between the strength of public feedback and a political system’s responsiveness during blame
games. Political systems can ignore public feedback during blame games or respond to it. They
can also ‘overshoot’ their response to public feedback in cases where citizens do not see the need
for policy responses or altogether oppose them. However, while the three institutional aspects
considered in the analysis allow to explain the extent and type of the government’s response
(political and/or policy-centred), the government’s concrete attempts to address the underlying
policy issues should depend on additional factors. For example, even a government that intends
to address a policy problem exposed by a blame game may struggle to do so if it has a limited
policy capacity (Peters, 2015) or if it is under high fiscal pressure (Elsässer & Haffert, 2021).
Likewise, the quality of the policy response might also depend on a country’s ‘policy style’,
that is, its typical way of addressing problems through policy interventions (Richardson, 2014).
For example, some countries may include a variety of actors in the development of the policy
response, while the policy response in other countries may be more ‘top-down’. Moreover, it
should also make a difference whether the opposition presses for radical policy change or for
minor, primarily symbolic adjustments. Governments determined not to lose the ‘prize of policy’
(Hacker & Pierson, 2014) during a blame game should be more willing to accommodate minor
adjustments than radical change.
In any case, the institutions that configure the blame game styles identified above are not
the ‘usual suspects’ at the centre of institutionalist research on democracy (Bernauer & Vatter,
2019; Lijphart, 2012). Conventions of accountability and resignation, the outsourcing of governing
activities, or the modalities of appointing an inquiry do not form part of the traditional ‘patterns of
democracy’ that structure our comparative thinking and that are often used to explain differences
in the performance and legitimacy of democracy. Accordingly, this study suggests that research on
democratic responsiveness in more conflictual times should study institutions from a distinct and
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novel perspective and examine how they channel, diffuse and concentrate blame within a political
system.
These findings stem from the comparative analysis of nine cases in three countries. More
research is evidently needed to gain a deeper understanding of the blame game styles of advanced
democracies. I only examined the broad contours of blame game interactions and did not engage
in causal process tracing, which may reveal other (institutional) factors that influence blame game
interactions in important ways. Moreover, while the three cases per country were selected with
the intention of covering the majority of blame games that occur in democracies on a regular
basis, blame games are highly complex and infinitely idiosyncratic, leaving open the possibility
that other blame games may exhibit dynamics not studied here. The analysis presented above
therefore provides an initial overview of blame games as venues of democratic responsiveness
rather than a definitive, causal account of the mechanisms connecting public feedback to blame
game consequences.

Conclusion
This article reveals novel insights into the opinion-policy link in conflictual, policy-heavy
democracies. Blame games about policy controversies can be venues of democratic responsiveness
if they convert public feedback into policy and political responses by the government. The
comparative analysis of nine blame games in the United Kingdom, Germany and Switzerland
suggests that the proportionality of this conversion process depends on institutions. Institutions
can muffle, reproduce or even amplify public feedback, leading to political and/or policy responses
that are more or less in line with what the public wants during blame games.
This finding not only demonstrates the analytical gains that can be had from studying
institutions as ‘blame channelers’; it also has important implications for our understanding of
democratic responsiveness in more conflictual times. Blame games allow citizens to observe a
political system’s typical way of ‘bargaining and arguing’ (Elster, 1991) under the burning glass.
Observing a certain blame game style on a regular basis may thus influence citizens’ opinions in
important ways. For example, citizens who frequently watch blame games that involve a lot of
norm bending might get used to it and expect a rougher governing style from politicians in the
future. Moreover, and especially in political systems that are unresponsive during blame games,
watching blame games could exacerbate citizens’ resignation and democratic disaffection, as they
learn that their government is unable or unwilling to address issues they care about. Blame game
styles may thus be important determinants of citizens’ resentment of democratic institutions and
political elites (Hay, 2007; Norris, 2011). On a more optimistic note, blame games may also
lead to a learning effect among citizens. During blame games, citizens can learn about and form
preferences on very specific issues (such as corporate taxation or unmanned warfare), which might
influence their stance on related issues or even have an impact on their future voting behaviour.
In sum, while this study is an early step along the way to a more comprehensive understanding
of the opinion-policy link in conflictual, policy-heavy democracies, its findings, and the
implications that result therefrom, indicate that this is a potentially fruitful way forward for future
research. I thus propose using the study of blame games as venues of democratic responsiveness as
a new conceptual tool for assessing the health of representative democracies in conflictual times.
Democracies that manage to address their citizens’ concerns when politics get rough should be
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better equipped for more conflictual times than democracies that only offer bread and circuses on
the occasion of policy controversies.
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Online Appendix
Additional supporting information may be found in the Online Appendix section at the end of the
article:

Notes
1. Because a framing contest, which determines whether a particular controversy becomes widely considered as a
venerable ‘failure’, only takes place during blame games (Boin et al., 2009), a controversy is a precursor to an
eventual policy failure.
2. I consider salience to be slightly more important than proximity because salience determines how easily the
opposition can leverage emotions, and emotions primarily determine whether a controversy can be turned into a
heated political scandal.
3. Profit-driven media actors can generally be assumed to provide detailed coverage of controversies that are
severe or that have considerable scandal potential (which in turn depends on interpretive characteristics). While
individual media actors may distort the interpretive characteristics of a controversy, it is unlikely for the media
landscape in its entirety to do so (see next section for details).
4. These controversy types occur relatively frequently in advanced democracies and thus cover the majority of
controversies that are regularly processed during blame games in democracies. I expect proximate-salient
controversies, such as public health crises that affect the majority of the public, to exhibit very strong public
feedback. However, proximate-salient controversies are also much rarer in well-functioning democracies. Given
that I expect salience to be a more important criterion than proximity, distant-salient controversies should produce
stronger feedback than proximate-non-salient ones.
5. Measuring blame game interactions and political/policy responses is straightforward as they can be inferred
from publicly available text sources. Measuring public feedback is more challenging, especially for a variety of
(historical) blame games. I used the variation and emotionality of media coverage to approximate the strength of
public feedback. Appendix A provides a detailed explanation of this approach and its advantages.
6. https://www.qsrinternational.com/nvivo-qualitative-data-analysis-software/home
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